
Message Summary 
 
Topic: 1 & 2 Thessalonians (9) 
 
Scripture Text: 2 Thessalonians 2:1-12 
 
A lack of understanding of doctrine will cause great chaos in the Church. From doctrine we will 
understand the basis of why we make certain decisions in life. 
 
Know the sequence of events 
The Thessalonians Christians, out of a lack of understanding of the doctrine of the end times, were 
shaken up and troubled, as they were not sure if the day of Christ has arrived. Even with Apostle 
Paul around, the church still faced attacks of false doctrine. We are never safe from such attacks 
even with strong leadership in the Church. We must be sure of the eschatological timetable so that 
when deception comes in, we will be able to rebuff it. 
 
Know the antichrist 
Before Antichrist comes, there will be a coming apostasy, churches will begin to turn away from 
Christ. When we see churches around us falling, we must know that it is a sign of the end times. The 
churches must fall in order for the anti-christ to have a foothold in this world. We must see how the 
world is being primed for the coming of the antichrist. 
 
Know the judgment to come 
God’s judgment is withheld in the hope that sinners will turn to him before the judgment arrives. It is 
of the Lord’s mercy that He withholds His judgment, but that will come to pass one day, and the 
sinners will be judged. Christ will destroy the Antichrist with the word of his mouth. Antichrist will 
perform supernatural miracles, but they will point people to himself and not to Christ. The judgment 
of God is that He will permit the delusion of Antichrist to be powerful, and take in the non-believers. 
The world is not clear, but we must be clear, and protect ourselves from false doctrines. 


